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Our "Trident", in service only ten days, skimmed through the
air at 700 m.p.h. and arrived in Zurich ahead of schedule. London
to Zurich in 55 minutes, but the 22 miles from our home, to the
airport , took 1hr.35 minutes. That's life today! My wife and I lunched superbly in Zurich with friends, then continued by rail to
Basle - a Basle basking in Summer sunshine, thronging, pulsating
and bedecked in flags. The flags were for the Swiss Industries
Fair, not for the Burrus Sale. It was nice however to be part of
this experience which only added to our anticipation of what we
all knew would be the greatest sale of Swiss Stamps since stamps
have been collected.
In the evening, window shopping (which Mrs.K. made sure of turning into proper
shopping as soon as time permitted). Then the big day - Thursday. With the help of the
Robson Lowe Organisation (how efficient and helpful everyone was) good seats had been
reserved. The room was now filled to bursting point: 300 seats were quite insufficient;
people stood along the walls and the press and T.V. people had great difficulty in erecting their equipment. Among mounting excitement the Auctioneers welcomed us. At last
the Auction started - throughout the 3 days the Auctioneer, Mr.Urs.P.Kaufmann, conducted the sale bilingually - but mostly in English! Apprehensive at first, becoming surer as the days went on; his sense of humour was catching. This was Mr. Kaufmann's very
first auction, and only the highest praise suffices to describe the wonderful way in
which he conducted the Sale.
Much has already been written about the Sale results and repetition is superfluous.
I cannot resist however pointing my finger at two items for which prices Burrus himself paid are known: The mint horizontal pair of Zurich 4's (purchased by an Italian
Dealer for £6,400) was acquired by Burrus in 1921 for less than £300!! The fabulous
mint block of six Double Genevas (knocked down to a Swiss Industrialist for £43,500)
cost Burrus in 1934 only £1700!! Presumably many other items showed similar profits and
one might reflect that there must be worse ways of salting away capital.
In spite of a few isolated instances where unquestionably excessive prices were realised, by far the majority of lots ended in reasonable figures. Equally, among 620
lots there were bound to be some bargains and I believe that some of these came my way.
Burrus was a collector of the old school - not a condition fiend but a man who collected stamps for their interest and beauty. To him minor faults were excusable if the
item was of great Philatelic and Postal interest, or if its appearance was pleasing to
the eye. That is why he bought bargains and showed such good profit. What another collector might have sneered at because of a removed pen cancellation or a minute thin
spot he would unhesitatingly add to his collection if otherwise beautiful. I believe
many of us could learn and benefit from his example.
H.L. KATCHER

THE EDITOR WOULD PARTICULARLY LIKE TO THANK DR. GANZ
FOR HIS BEAUTIFUL HAND—DRAWN ILLUSTRATIONS.

SWISS. „4
(;'‘'44 and Related Cancellations

BY DR. FELIX GANZ

SOURCES: "Bahnstempel", by P. Jenzer, Bern (BBZ No. 7/8/9, 1944

Die Entwicklung der fahrenden Postburos der SBB..(etc , by
Felix Grafe (Halle a.d. Saale, 195 1 );
Grosses Handbuch der Schweizer Abstempelungen, by Andres & Emmenegger;
Paragraphs in two short publications by Karl Gebert (Ebnat-Kappel).

The total number of post offices has
always amazed visitors to Switzerland.
Islands, hotels, mountain tops, and the
like have their own, full postal facilities.
Little do most people know, however, that
in addition to the over 4000 regular PO's
there exist at least 250 private parcel
acceptance offices (in stores, railway
depots, etc.) which sell stamps and exclusively cancel parcels with (mostly illegible)
dateless straightline cancellers.
But
even less known is the fact that practically every Swiss Railway station (federal
and private), as well as ship station, at
times acts with functions of a post office
- at such hours of the day when the
regular PO is closed, or on Sundays and
holidays. In addition, every Swiss railway PO (RPO) in moving trains does accept
letters (first class and special delivery)
when stopping at a station.

1964, about 900 SBB and about an equal
number of private line station cancels may
be found, legitimately, on first class mail,
and special delivery. In addition, station
masters of practically anything that moves
in Switzerland may be persuaded by an avid
collector to affix their enterprise's
service cancel(s) to an envelope and
across a postage stamp.
Thus the field
becomes, unfortunately, almost limitless.
The variety of shapes and the sum-total
of cancelling devices are great. Most SOB
stations have either round steel double
circles (Fig.3), or steel or rubber recA) RAILWAY AND OTHER STATION CANCELS:
tangles (Fig. 4-7); but squares, elliptic
Prior to about 1925 many Swiss Railway
and other forms are also encountered (Fig.8,9).
stations contained a regular PO within
Since 1930 the official color is black;
their confines.
Large stations still do,
blue, red, and purplish do occasionally
but smaller ones, since that date, had
occur, however. (Editor's note: Red is very
different directives issued them. They may
rare!) The cancellation invariably features
either feature a private parcel acceptance
the date, often the station's official
station where items received are cancelled
(alphabetic) number (different for freight
with either a straightline device (Fig.1),
or with the station's date canceller (Fig.2); and passenger services), sometimes the
time of day, ornaments (esp. the flying
wheel insignia of the SBB), and sometimes
service details (freight, expedition).
Private line station cancels are even
more diversified - from straight lines with
separate date added, to half circles, tiny
and big squares, etc. (Fig. 10-15):

or they are, in most instances, merely
under orders to empty station mail boxes
after hours and to dispatch such mail on
passing trains or boats. If a passing
vehicle is staffed with postal personnel,
the station master is supposed to hand over
all mail uncancelled - for processing in
the mail car or boat; but if no postal
personnel is on the facility, the station
master is obligated to cancel all first
class mail with his station canceller
(normally used for stamping tickets, freight
invoices with Railway stamps etc.)
Originally, this order affected the
federal rail lines (SBB, CFF, FFS) only;
but since 1930 most private lines, including some aerial tramways, cable cars,
chair lifts, etc., have been permitted to
perform the same duties so that now, in

Often they embody in their designs the
line's abbreviated name (BLS = BernLoetschberg-Simplon, etc.)
Colours are
mostly blue or black. Often quite damaged
cancels are used (Fig.16). Curious, too,
is the fact, that French month names may
be found for German-Swiss stations, German
month names for Ital. Swiss stations, etc.
Ship station cancels usually feature an
anchor in their design (Fig.17).
Lately, some terminals of bus lines have
also been permitted to cancel and dispatch
mail (Fig.18).

Bahnpost', i.e. a line from Disentis to Brig
that traverses the two passes named in
cancel and calls itself Furka-Oberalpbahn, etc.)
4)

The field of railway station cancellation collecting is recommended to a
collector who thinks that he has everything,
or as a fascinating side line to any
collection. It is a must for a collector
of Railway or 'Ambulant' cancels. Entires
(especially commercial mail) are the
recommended way of collecting. (Editor's
Note: but not easy to find!)
e) AMBULANT CANCELS:

The first Swiss Railway line (BadenZurich) was opened in 1847. From 1857 on,
Railway postal cars became standard equipment on most Swiss rail lines - including
trips across borders. There are manned
and unmanned cars, and a special issue of
the Swiss Railway's Official Timetable
gives exhaustive information on all these
aspects.
Only manned cars use Railway postal
cancellations. Many types exist. They are
listed in the following paragraphs by basic
differences. Practically all Railway
cancels are round - and only very few
exceptions exist.

I)

BILINGUAL RAILWAY CANCELS, WITHOUT
DESTINATION SHOWN:

These are the most frequent Swiss Railway cancels. They come in several
language combinations (Fig.22,23) and are
otherwise similar to Group 1. Many subtypes exist.

3)

Formerly found on SBB and private lines,
they are now almost exclusively the domain
of small, private rail lines (Fig.24-26). Of
particular interest are here the international lines, with one Swiss and one
foreign town named (Fig.27).
5)

FOREIGN RAILWAY CANCELS ON SWISS
STAMPS,

AND

VICE

VERSA.

Quite infrequently found, this group
of cancels on stamps is possible on routes
that traverse a border. If, for instance,
a Swiss mail car stopped at Como before
going through to Switzerland (Route
Milano-Gotthard-Basel), letters could be mailed
in Como, and they received the Swiss
'Ambulant' mark on Italian stamps. The
same may happen if for instance a Swiss
letter is mailed in Geneva, on a French
Railway postal car to Paris - and it might
receive a French straight line postmark
EVIAN A PARIS, etc.

RAILWAY CANCELS IN ONE LANGUAGE, AND
WITHOUT DESTINATION SHOWN:

Depending on the region, they are
inscribed 'Bahnpost', 'Ambulant', or
'Ambulante', and the feature, until 19 2 0,
the number of a mail line as well as the
train number (Fig.19). Now cancels show,
after the date, the train number only
(Fig.20). To this category belong also the
'Ambulant circulaire , cancels of the 1860
to 1880 period (Fig.21). They were used
on circuitous trips instead of simple
round trips. Both 'Bahnpost' and 'Ambulante'
wordings are quite rarely encountered,
while 'Ambulant' is very frequently seen.

2)

RAILWAY CANCELS WITH NAMED POINT
OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION:

CANCELS WITH GENERAL INDICATION OF A
LINE'S NAME, BUT NOT TERMINAL POINTS:

These types existed already around 1860
('Schweiz. Bahnpost Nordostbahn' in single
circle) and are found in modern times too
('Bahnpost Rhatische Bahn', 'Furka Oberalp

6)

STREET CAR OR INTERURBAN LINE CANCELS:

The only such type known to this writer
is used (or was used?) on the electric
tramway from Trogen to St. Gall which had
a mailbox attached and which received a
straight line postmark 'EINWURF TROGENST.GALLEN' in two lines, next to the stamp,
and a regular date cancel St. Gallen on
the stamp.
7)

SHIP CANCELS:

The only floating PO's on Swiss lakes
are now found on Lake Lucerne. They use
round date cancellers (Fig.28). Before
1920 other lakes had similar offices as
well (Lake Zurich, Lake Constance; Fig.29).
For some years around 1930, special
delivery letters could be posted on lake
steamers. They received, if no PO was
aboard, the service cancel of the respective ship on the postage stamps (Fig.30).
Today, however, on many lakes mail posted
oaboard ship receives a cachet-type cancel
next to the stamp, and a cancel on the
stamp from the head point PO of a certain
lake steamer run (Fig.31).
In conclusion, it should be pointed out
that up to 1920 mail posted on Railway
mail cars bears not only an 'Ambulant'
postmark, but a straight line cancel from
the posting point along the route at which
the mail was received by the Railway PO.
(Fig.3 2 ).
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PUBLICITY, 1964: MARCH 9TH
SAW THE ISSUE OF THE ANNUAL
THIS YEAR'S
PUBLICITY SET.
ISSUE REVERTED TO THE USUAL
FOUR VALUES. THE 5C VALUE
COMMEMORATES THE OPENING OF
THE GRAND ST. BERNARD TUNNEL; IOC :PROTECTION
OF THE WATERS (ANTI-POLLUTION OF RIVERS

By
L. N.

&

AND LAKES).

Wilams

m.

20c:

CENTENARY OF THE SWISS

ASSOCIATION FOR NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS;
50c. COMMEMORATION OF THE ARRIVAL OF THE
SWISS IN GENEVA ON 1ST JUNE 1814. ALL FOUR
VALUES ARE ROTOGRAVURE PRINTED BY COURVOISIER. THE STAMPS WILL BE ON SALE AS
LONG AS STOCKS LAST, AND
REMAIN VALID FOR POSTAGE
INDEFINITELY.

ST. MORITZ BAD — ENGADINERHOF

Regular readers of 'The Swiss Philatelist' will remember the article in
Nos. 35/3 6 about the discovery of the
St. Moritz Bad-Engadine stamp on a card
addressed to Bordighera. At that time
it was the only known example, but now,
thanks to Mr B. Rigby-Hall, of Bournemouth, we are able to record the discovery of a second copy.
It is on a card addressed to Cottbus,
in Prussia, and like the first specimen
is affixed to the lower left of the card.
Although the stamp is damaged it has the
great advantage of being tied by the
arrival postmark of Cottbus. The date of
use is very interesting, as it is July 20,
1899 (arrival at Cottbus on July 22);
the date of posting the first card was
June 30, 1899, so that both examples were
used within a three-week period.
Another interesting point concerns the
colour of the new stamp, which is sepia
on white. This compares with the black on
pale green of the original discovery. It
is nothing at all unusual for the colours
of Swiss hotel stamps to vary, even though
their denominations remained constant, and
similar instances can be quoted in the
'Garter' type of Rigi Scheideck, the'Post.
horn' and 'Alpine roses' types of Kurort
Stoos, to mention only three. The new
discovery was being sold at one of the
Rigby Postal History auctions.
Another little-known Swiss hotel stamp,
the circular Langbein's Hotel issue of
Montreux, used on a card and postmarked
13.XII.72, recently figured in an auction
held in London.

DESIGNERS: 5C: BERNHARD REBER

Inc:

BANS ERNI; 20C: EUGEN

AND MAX LENZ; 50c: WALTHER
GRANDJEAN (ALIAS BODJOL).

PAPER: LIGHTLY COATED WITH
RED AND BLUE ADMIXTURE OF
FIBRES.

COLOURS: 5C: OLIVE,

GREYISH-BLUE, RED; IOC:BLUE,
BLUE-GREEN, GREEN. 20C: RED,
DARK OLIVE, PINK; 50C: ULTRAMARINE, GREY, RED, YELLOW.

NEW AEROGRAM: ON MARCH 9TH A NEW AIR LETTER
FORM WITH A SLIGHTLY REDRAWN DESIGN WAS
ISSUED, WITH A 65C STAMP IMPRINTED.
FORM. HOWEVER, SELLS FOR

THE

70c.

PRO PATRIA 1964:

ON

JUNE 1ST THE ANNUAL
PRO PATRIA SET WAS
ISSUED. THIS YEAR THE
SERIES CONTINUES WITH
THE OLD COINS MOTIFS
STARTED IN 1962. THE
5C STAMP SHOWS A PORTRAIT OF JOHANN GEORG BODMER.
IOC: ZURICH COPPER COIN.

20c:

BASEL 'DOPPELDICKEN' SILVER COIN;

30c:

GENEVA SILVER THALER. SOC:

BERNE GOLD HALF FLORIN.
DESIGNERS: 5C: KARL BICKEL SEN.

10C, 20C, 30C
-

AND 50C:

JEAN-

FRANCOIS LIEGME. THE 5C IS LINE ENGRAVED
AND PRINTED BY THE PTT PRINTING OFFICE. THE
OTHER VALUES ARE IN ROTOGRAVURE BY COURVOISIER.

PAPER: 5C, 10c, 20c AND

30C:

PAPER WITH PHOSPHORESCENT FIBRES.

WHITE

50c:

WHITE

PAPER WITH ORDINARY RED AND BLUE
ADMIXTURE OF FIBRES.

COLOURS:

5c: BLUE; IOC: GREEN, OLIVE AND
GREY;

20c:

AND GREY;

CARMINE, SILVER-GREY

30c:

GREY AND GREY.

ORANGE, SILVER50c:

ULTRA-

MARINE, GOLD-YELLOW AND BROWN.
THIS SET WILL BE ON SALE FROM
JUNE 1ST 1964 UNTIL STOCKS ARE
EXHAUSTED, BUT NOT LATER THAN

31ST

DECEMBER 1964.

IN CON-

TINUING THE NEW POST OFFICE
POLICY OF ALLOWING UNLIMITED
VALIDITY

FOR SWISS STAMPS,

THIS YEAR'S PRO PATRIA ISSUE IS
THE FIRST CHARITY SET TO 8E
ACCORDED THIS PRIVILEGE.

ADDENDA

Switzerland

Specially written

THE REVALUED STAMPS:
In the original text on this subject (Reprinted in the Swiss Philatelist No. 39/40,
Autumn/Winter 1963/64), we stated: "Further
research is suggested." Dr. Felix Ganz of
Chicago, U.S.A. responded to this suggestion
by supplying some important information
about the air mail revalues which provided
a base from which we were able to proceed
with a very rewarding line of research.
In 1935, according to Dr. Ganz, most
European governments agreed to uniform rates
for international air mail within Europe.
In carrying out that agreement, Switzerland
increased by 10 centimes its air mail rates
on letters, postal cards and printed matter.
Thus, these became 40, 30 and 20 centimes
respectively.
Inasmuch as the 15c domestic air mail rate
had been discontinued, the Postal Department
directed the revaluing by a 10c overprint,
the 15c Monoplane (No. 3) and the 15c Disarmament (No. 16) stamps. These provisionals
supplied the necessary postage, but only for
a short time.
Such temporary revaluing by overprint is a
normal procedure in such cases, pending the
preparation of definitives. But in this
instance it continued through 1938 - approximately three years. Why? The answer to
that question lies in the problem facing the
Postal Department: Should air mail stamps as
such be discontinued, or should steps be
taken to produce a new issue intaglio printed
on the very efficient rotary web press in
the Postal Printing Plant?
The principle purpose of air mail stamps
was and is to enable postal personnel, particularly those who sort the mail, to quickly recognise such mail. To preserve this
feature, their use for surface mai l was not
permitted, according to a Postal Bulletin
of December 5th 1935. Despite this restriction, postal authorities continued to look
forward to the time when the use of air mail
stamps could be discontinued. Also in its
forward looking was a possible reduction of
air mail rates to the surface mail level.
Experiments in this matter are of interest
For example, in 1937, letters and postal
cards, ordinary and registered, addressed to
Germany, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, and
Finland via Basel-Frankfurt A.M., were
carried on the night flights at surface mail
rates. This continued until the season for
airplane service on those routes ended. Also
at this time or earlier the use of air mail
stamps on surface mail was permitted temporarily. Another indication of the
Department's thinking was the transporting by
plane, of letter mail at surface mail rates
on some flights when space was available
and speed of delivery would thereby be enhanced.
From these trials and others that could
be mentioned, it seems obvious the Postal
Department was very much interested in
discontinuing special stamps for air mail.
The increasing use of air mail envelopes
with coloured borders, the endorsements
by means of air mail labels, and other
indicia, reduced somewhat the necessity of
using air mail stamps. These factors encouraged the Department in its thinking.

for

'The Swiss Phi Philatelist'
by George W. Caldwell.

Such accomplishment would result in the
reduction of the service costs, and make
the stamp situation more flexible.
It has been stated that the question of
continuing air mail stamps had not yet been
settled by 1938. If that statement be correct, it seems probable that a decision to
continue their use was reached early in the
year. This opinion is based on two facts:
1) The issue of an 8-value, 8-design series
of air mail stamps was released on May 1st.
1941; and 2) the 65c Daedalus (No. 10) stamp
revalued to 10c was released during April,
May and June 1938 in a total of 2.7 million.
This quantity approximates the grand total
of all revalued air mail stamps issued
during the three year period.
The April releases were printed from a 25subject plate. But for the others a new 25subject plate was laid down, and the two
plates used as a unit of 50. The Die I stamps
(No. 2211 are those printed from the older
of the two plates, and the Die II stamps
(No. 2211), from the newer.
This very large printing released in three
months, prompts the thought that the Department may have made its decision, and that it
was fully aware of the probability that the
production of a new issue would require a
considerable time. Let's pursue that thought.
It is not unusual to take two or three
years to produce an issue such as this 1941
issue. Thus it is conceivable that the entire time between the release of the 1938
provisionals and the 1941 definitives was
necessary in this case.
Designs had to be made, selected and approved.
Using these Albert Yersin who created the
original designs also engraved the original
steel dies. From these stemmed the subsidiaries and working dies, all in steel. With
the working dies the designs were transferred
to the transfer rolls, and after hardening,
these rolls were used to lay down the 200subject copper printing cylinders. A thin
facing of chromium was added to these cylinders, and then they were ready for the huge
(15 ton) rotary web press in the Postal
Printing Plant. This press accepts a roll of
stamp paper, and after passing it through
the various stages, this paper comes out as
printed, perforated and numbered sheets of
stamps.
Each of these steps requires extreme accuracy. This is particularly true in transferring the design to the printing cylinder.
The slightest deviation up, down, right or
left in its spacing must be avoided so that
the alignment will match perfectly the perforating pins. This requires considerable
time.
Another time consuming step is the engraving of the original dies. Albert Yersin, who
engraved the dies for this 1941 issue is one
of Switzerland's foremost artists. He is very
meticulous, as are the others who participate
in the production of Swiss stamps. He spends
week after week cutting a single die, according to Hans Guadard, Section Chief of the
Postal, Telegraph and Telephone Department.

THE REVALUED STAMPS

(Conclusi)

Taking all these facts into consideration,
it seems reasonable to this writer that the
decision to continue the use of air mail
stamps must have been made early in 193B,
prior to proceeding with the revaluing
of the 65c Daed a lus stamps of that year.
In 1950 the Department realized its
ambition of many years by withdrawing all
air mail stamps from all post offices. Such
stamps in the hands of the public, retained
their postal validity until December 31st 1955.

NEW
Books

HANDBOOK OF SWISS POSTMARKS
1843-1882
BY ANDRES EMMENEGGER.

A VERY LIMITED REPRINT, IN TWO VOLUMES, OF THIS
IMPORTANT BOOK, HAS BEEN PLACED ON SALE.
FOR
YEARS SECOND - HAND COPIES, OFTEN IN TATTERED
CONDITION, HAVE BEEN SELLING AT €12 AND MORE.
THE REPRINT, SUBJECT UNSOLD, IS AVAILABLE AT
£10 PLUS 3/6 POSTAGE AND PACKING.

Etiquette

for the Auction Room

Ladies and gentlemen of breeding will note
that, as in church, admission is free and
they may come and go during the ceremony if
they do so with quietness and decorum.
Gentlemen should remove their hats and refrain
from smoking, reading newspapers and making
ridiculous bids.
Ladies in addition, may
keep their hats on, if these are not more than
one foot high.
The presence of children
under bidding age, while not prohibited, is
countenanced only on the assumption that they
will stay next to their mothers and not make
loud remarks or climb on things.
Dogs, cats,
parakeets, goldfish and other portable or
ambulatory fauna are not allowed in the sale
room.
Luncheon may not be consumed (even
surreptitiously) in the sale room, under
penalty of instant expulsion.
Bidding may be conducted either by husband
or wife, but not by both at once. While it is
usual to raise the hand or the catalogue
slightly, the bidding may also be advanced,
if greater privacy be desired, by nods, winks
or other contortions, as arranged with the
staff, who will be surprised by nothing. A
man of distinction signing a card after a
successful bid should print his name and not
assume (a) that anyone can read his handwriting
or (b) that he is so well known that this does
not matter.
Ladies should not gesticulate to
attract the attention of friends entering the
doorway of the sale room, as this not only
distracts the auctioneer but causes him automatically to repeat the standard joke on this
practice, which everyone has heard before.
Laughter is in order only in certain welldefined situations. These are, in general
(a) when the auctioneer utters a witticism,
especially if it is a new one; (b) if one of
the bidders inadvertently bids in shillings
not having noticed that the lot is advancing
in pounds.
Applause is discouraged in the
case of lots knocked down at less than a
thousand pounds.
THESE NOTES HAVE BEEN TAKEN FROM PARKE - BERNET
GALLERIES INC. AND ROBSON LOWE LIMITED.

Catalogues
defined ...
HUMOROUS BUT WITH AN ELEMENT OF TRUTH
IN THEM, ARE THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS,
QUOTED BY 'WESTERN STAMP COLLECTOR'
FROM THE ORGAN OF THE GARFIELD-PERRY
STAMP CLUB, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

"A

CATALOGUE IS A LARGE BOOK IN
WHICH ALL STAMPS ARE LISTED AND
PRICED: THOSE YOU HAVE, TOO LOW;
THOSE YOU NEED, TOO HIGH, AND
THOSE IN WHICH YOU'RE NOT INTER ESTED JUST RIGHT".

"A
A

COLLECTOR HAS TWO OR MORE STAMPS.
DEALER HAS THREE COPIES OF ALL
STAMPS EXCEPT THE ONE YOU NEED. AN
INVESTOR HAS
OF THE SAME STAMP."

too

NEW

Books

Z

SWISS ARTISTS CREATE
POSTAGE STAMPS
COMPILED BY:

HANS E. GAUDARD.

SUPERBLY PRINTED ON ART PAPER,

(8½"X11½), 40 PAGES, OVER 250 AMAZING

ILLUSTRATIONS SHOWING THE STAMP DES IGNS WHICH WE MIGHT HAVE HAD, BUT
WHICH WERE REFUSED IN FAVOUR OF THE
ACTUALLY ISSUED DESIGNS.
A MUST FOR THE COLLECTOR OF MODERN
MULTI - LINGUAL TEXT INCLUDING
ISSUES.
ENGLISH.
10/- PLUS 1/6 POSTAGE AND PACKING.

